
Vasundhara: Celebrating The Colours of The Earth 
     REPORT 

The environment Council of Delhi Public School, Vasant Kunj organised The Inter 

School  Environment Festival 2018, Vasundhara: ‘Celebrating The Colours of 

The Earth’, in their school premises on 10
th
 August ,Friday. Events including  Film 

Making, Essay Writing, Photography, Whizz Quiz, Poetry, Product Designing, 

Newspaper Modeling ,Bottle Painting and Nukkad Natak were held, which were 

aimed at expressing respect for planet earth through talent. 

 

Nearly 20 schools from the NCR region participated in this event. 

The event began with the registration of teams. This was followed by the 

auspicious lamp lighting. 

Then, the participants of the competitions were sent to different venues where rules 

of the competitions were announced and the students proceeded for the various 

rounds. 

Our team for the Whizz quiz comprised of Somya and Lipasa Mundha (Class X). 

The Product designing team comprised of Anshita (Class X) and Raj Aryan(Class 

XI). The Newspaper modeling children were Yashmit Bedi and Aryan Raj(Class 

X). 

Nukkad Natak and Bottle paining teams were from DPS DLF City. 

Also the Teachers, Ms Neena Sood (DLF Branch) and Prakriti Mathur (Senior 

Wing) accompanied the students. 

Apart from all these, events like Essay Writing, Photography, Movie making were 

offsite events in which the entries had to be submitted latest by 24
th
 July. 



The Students were tested on the basis of their creativity, originality, accuracy, 

innovative ideas. relevance, aesthetic appeal, utility, fabrication and presentation 

skills. 

Such events open windows of innovative and creative thinking and learning for 

students. They understand the applications of science, art, drama and literature 

through self-engagement and observations.  The students also learn to work as a 

team with their mates. They get an edge over others, as they learn by doing  and 

observations  rather than just text-book reading.  

Such events play an important role in developing a scientific attitude, developing 

reasoning and creativity and thus makes studies easier and more logical and 

eventually interesting.   

As teacher, I wish to express my thanks to our Principal Sir, Vice Principal Ma’am 

and Head Master Sir for giving this wonderful opportunity. 

 

 

 

 


